Welcome to the Cincinnati Bridge Association
2860 Cooper Road, Cincinnati, OH 45241 (513) 563 2218
The Cincinnati Bridge Association (CBA) is your local Unit of the ACBL which you have recently
joined. If you haven’t joined us yet, please do so now. You can become a guest member for free
and learn more about the ACBL at this link: https://acbl.site-ym.com/general/pick_username.asp
There are over 840 members of CBA in the greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky area and
when you joined ACBL you automatically became a member of CBA. The CBA operates the
Cincinnati Bridge Center, a 5,400 square-foot facility and Evendale, Ohio with bridge games 6
days a week. In addition to the Cincinnati Bridge Center, there are number of other ACBL bridge
games in the area. The northern Kentucky Bridge Club and the Anderson Bridge Club are 2 of the
largest.
CBA maintains a website (http://www.cincybridge.com) that is a rich source of information about
bridge in the Cincinnati area. Complete descriptions of the games available, and times and
locations, are shown on the website. In addition, there are links to the websites of the Northern
Kentucky Bridge Club and the Anderson Bridge Club.
A listing of available bridge classes is also on the website. In addition to classes taught at the
bridge center, we provide starter classes through the University of Cincinnati’s OLLI program
(Osher Lifelong Learning Institute).
Bridge is an intriguing game that has known benefits for the mental sharpness of its players. The
limitless number of possible combinations of hands keeps people playing year after year. We
have had several players in recent history who played beyond their 100th birthday. It provides
social interaction among the players and hones their skills in logic, probability, deductive
reasoning and strategy. The competitive “duplicate” form of bridge lessons the luck factor in the
deal of the cards and provides feedback about how well you actually played the game.
The Cincinnati Bridge Association runs a number of different types of tournaments including
sectional tournaments that draw primarily from the local area and regional tournaments that
attract players from much larger area.
We look forward to seeing you at one of the bridge clubs.
Join us and bring your friends and family. We look forward to playing with you! See you at the
club.
Potter Orr
President, CBA Board of Directors
Cincinnati Bridge Association
potter@orrcomputer.com
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